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Abstract—The MoVES framework is being developed to assist in the early phases of embedded systems design. A system is modelled as an application running on an execution platform. The application is modelled through the individual tasks, and the execution platform is modelled through the processing elements, including the operating systems, and their interconnections. The tasks and processing elements are characterized by their real-time properties. The framework can be used to conduct schedulability analysis and has the potential to reason about different types of resource usage such as memory usage and power consumption. A simple specification language for embedded systems and a verification backend are presented. The framework has a modular, parameterized structure supporting easy extension and adaptation of the specification language as well as of the verification backend. We show, using a number of small examples, how MoVES can be used to model and analyze embedded systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern hardware systems are moving toward execution platforms made up of multiple programmable and dedicated processing elements implemented on a single chip, known as a multi-core execution platform. The different parts of an embedded application are executing on these processing elements; but the activity of mapping the parts of an embedded program onto the platform elements is non-trivial. First of all, there may be various and often conflicting resource constraints. Real-time constraint; for example, should be met together with constraints on the use of memory and energy. There also is a huge variety in freedoms of choice in the mapping of an application to a platform because a) there are many ways to partition an embedded program into parts, b) there are many ways these parts can be assigned to processing elements and c) each processing element can be set up in many ways.

As embedded systems become more complex, the interaction between application and execution platform becomes more incomprehensible and problems such as memory overflow, data loss, and missed deadlines become more likely. In the development phase it is not enough to simply look at the different layers of the system independently, as a minor change at one layer can greatly influence the functionality of other layers. System-level verification of schedulability, upper limits for memory usage, and power consumption, taking all layers into account, have therefore become central fields of study in the design of embedded systems.

As many important design decisions are made early in the design phase, it is imperative to support the system designer at this level. This paper presents the MoVES verification framework, which is based on an abstract embedded system model from the simulation based ARTS framework [8], [9]. The ARTS framework captures essential properties of a set of applications executing on a multi-core execution platform. In [3] a formal model for ARTS-based multi-core systems was defined, and it was shown how this model could be expressed by timed automata. The MoVES framework relies on this formal model to analyze embedded systems. MoVES is set up to use external verification engines such as the UPPAAL [2] model checker to verify system-specific properties e.g. schedulability.

Other tools supporting schedulability analysis of multi-core systems are SymTA [5] and real-time-calculus [10]. Both systems are based on arrival- and service curves from Network Calculus [4] and analysis is performed using over-approximations. Furthermore, TIMES [1] is a timed-automata based tool for the analysis of single-processor systems.

II. A MODEL OF MULTI-CORE SYSTEMS

The MoVES model [3] consists of an application to be executed on an execution platform, which is made up of processing elements and their connections. Individual tasks make up the application together with a task graph showing data dependencies. Finally the application is mapped to the execution platform by mapping tasks to processing elements. The main idea of a system modelled in MoVES is shown in Fig. 1. Note that arrows with white tips in the application denote data dependencies, and arrows with black tips between the application and the execution platform denote the mapping.

A. Models of application components

In MoVES, a task is periodic and preemptive and can be described using three states:

- Released - the task is ready, but is not currently executing,
- Running - the task is executing, and
- Blocked - the task is blocked waiting for resources, such as memory or power.
• Done - the task has finished its job in the current period and is waiting for its release in the next period.

When a task is preempted, it moves from the state Running back to Released.

An offset for a task describes an initial number of time units that must pass before the task is released for the first time. Dependent tasks must have the same periods and offsets.

B. Models of execution platform components

The basic components of an execution platform are processing elements and busses. An allocation mechanism is required when such resources are shared. For processing elements, this mechanism is called scheduling and for busses arbitration. The scheduling on a processing element is usually conducted by a real-time-operating-system (RTOS) and a specific scheduling principle, e.g., rate monotonic (RM), earliest deadline first (EDF) or fixed priority (FP) is chosen. An arbiter for a bus could be based on first in - first out (FIFO), for example.

C. Model instantiation

The best and worst-case execution times of a task depend on the processing element on which it is executing. Thus, once a mapping of an application onto an execution platform is known, the timing properties for tasks can be extracted from the characteristics of the processing elements. Furthermore, if dependent tasks are mapped to different processing elements, that dependency will result in data transfer. In such a case, the speed of the bus connecting the processing elements combined with the amount of data to be transferred provides the time for the transfer.

For a complete system specification consisting of application, execution platform and mapping, MoVES provides a timed-automata generator that can be used for verification of system properties. In [7], it was shown how this approach can be used to reason about resource usage such as memory- and power consumption. The version of MoVES presented here deals just with schedulability analysis in terms of absence of missed deadlines. MoVES also has a trace generator, which can show system runs with a missed deadline.

III. USING MOVES

MoVES provides a simple specification language for multiprocessor systems. A grammar for this language is given in this section. The MoVES utility can generate a timed-automata model for a specified system as well as a query that can be used to verify the specified property. MoVES uses an external verification back-end and provides the user with the verification result, either of the form property is satisfied or of the form property is NOT satisfied. If the property is not satisfied, then MoVES can provide a violating trace.

A. System Specification Language

MoVES has a simple specification language for systems fitting the model for multi-core systems described in Section II. In Fig. 3, an example is given, which could be a specification of the system shown in Fig. 1. The grammar for specifications is provided in Fig. 4.

In the example specification in Fig. 3, we see a system consisting of an application made up of three tasks (T1, T2 and T3), a platform with two processing elements (P1 and P2), and a bus (B1). The tasks T1 and T2 both have periods 6 and offset 0, T3 has period 4 and offset 3. There is a data dependency from T1 to T2 where 2 data units need to be transferred (only applicable if the tasks are mapped to different processing elements). The processing element P1 uses RM
scheduling and P2 uses EDF scheduling. The bus B1 uses a FIFO arbiter, and operates at a speed of 2 data units for each time unit. Task T1 is mapped to P1, T2 and T3 are mapped to P2. The characteristics show that executing T1 on P1 takes 2 time units in both best and worst case, executing either T2 or T3 on P2 takes 1 in best case and 2 time units in worst case. Finally, the property we wish to verify is whether the system is schedulable.

The grammar follows the model described in Section II. A system is composed of an application, a platform, a mapping, characteristics and a property. An application consists of a number of tasks and their dependencies. A task is defined in terms of its name (or id), period, and offset, and the dependencies describe a data dependency between two tasks and the amount of data to be transferred if they are mapped to different processing elements. A platform consists of a number of processing elements and a bus connecting them. A processing element is defined in terms of its name (or id) and scheduling principle, and the bus is defined by its name (or id), arbiter and the speed at which it operates. MoVES currently supports scheduling principles FP, RM and EDF and arbiter FIFO, however, other principles could easily be added. The mapping associates each task with one processing element. The characteristics give quantitative properties in terms of best case execution time (bcet) and worst case execution time (wcet) for executing the different tasks on the different processing elements specified. Finally, the property specifies which system property to verify. Currently, MoVES supports verification of schedulability only, but other properties could be introduced.

### B. Framework

There are different ways in which specifications can be transformed to timed automata, and there is no known best way of doing so. Therefore, MoVES supports the use of different timed-automata representations of specifications, which are given in the form of templates as input to the MoVES tool. For the novice user, the default options can be used. Currently we provide three different templates corresponding to different ways of dealing with preemptive tasks.

#### Discrete running time (drt)

In this model the running time is made discrete. A counter for each task is introduced to keep track of remaining execution time. The UPPAAL model checker is used as verification back-end.

#### Stop watches (sw)

This model uses stop watches for the execution time. A developmental UPPAAL model checker supporting stop watches is used as verification engine.

#### No clocks (nc)

In this model all clocks are removed. Instead, a list of essential time points is statically generated. These time points are the only time points at which tasks can be released. The UPPAAL model checker is used as back-end.

After saving a specification in a file `system.mvs`, MoVES verifies the specified property with the command: `moves system.mvs`. This will use the default template (the one with no clocks) and the default UPPAAL verification engine. If the verification succeeds, MoVES responds with Property is satisfied, if the verification fails, MoVES provides a violating trace for the property tried for verification.

If MoVES is supplied with one of the options `-drt`, `-sw` or `-nc`, the corresponding template and verification back-end will be used, e.g. `moves -sw system.mvs` will verify the system specified in `system.mvs` with the model template using stop watches, and using the developmental UPPAAL model checker supporting stop watches as back-end.

### IV. Examples

We provide a few academic examples to serve as inspiration. First in Example 1, we show how the specification from Fig. 3 can be analyzed. Example 2 is an interesting single-core system, where we show how MoVES can be used for design space exploration. Finally, in Example 3, we use MoVES for analysis of multi-core systems with inter-processor dependencies.

#### A. Example 1

Verification of the system in Fig. 3 gives property is satisfied, i.e. the system is schedulable. Experimenting with different timing values, different scheduling principles, etc. could provide other results. If for example the wcet for T2 was raised to 3, the system would no longer be schedulable, and MoVES would provide a trace with a missed deadline.

#### B. Example 2

In this example we consider three tasks (T1, T2 and T3) on a single processor running EDF scheduling. In Fig. 5a we provide the specification.

Verification of this system gives property is NOT satisfied, and the following trace:

```
  | 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8
T1 | ++---- +---- ++---- +---- ++---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +----
T2 | +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +----
T3 | +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +---- +----
```

In this trace a + indicates that the task is executing in that time unit, a 0 means that the task is released but not executing...
(due to either a higher prioritized task being executed or an unresolved data dependency), an X shows that the task will miss its deadline and a blank means that the task is waiting to be released in its next period.

We see that T3 misses a deadline after 58 time units. We alter the system and lower the wcet of T3 to 2. Verification of the altered system gives property is satisfied. We would like to see if the processor instead can use RM scheduling. Verification of this system gives property is NOT satisfied, and the following trace:

```
| 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 |
| T1 | ++    ++    ++    ++    ++    + |
| T2 | 000000000000000000000000000000 |
| T3 | 000000000000000000000000000000 |
T4 | 000000000000000000000000000000 
```

Examination of the trace shows that T3 misses a deadline after 30 time units. We therefore lower the wcet of T3 to 2. Verification of the system now gives property is satisfied.

```
| 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 8 0 |
| T1 | +++++ +++++ +++++ +++++ +++++ |
| T2 | OOOOOO++++OOOOOO++ OOOOOO++++O |
| T3 | ++++++ ++++++ ++++++ ++++++ + |
| T4 | ++    ++    ++    ++    ++    + |
```

V. Summary

We have presented the MoVES verification framework and how it can be used to verify schedulability of multi-core embedded systems. Emphasis has been on explaining the general concepts from a users point of view. The capabilities of MoVES have been demonstrated through a number of simple examples, which are all verified within a few seconds, however, we have successfully verified parts of a smart phone application with 103 tasks executing on a 4-core execution platform, in little more than one hour. We are currently working on extending the framework to handle different types of resource usage. The MoVES framework and a set of examples can be downloaded from http://www.imm.dtu.dk/moves.
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